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Focus

Security risky 
card for UK in 

Brexit talks

F
rom sharing intelligence after terror attacks to pur-
suing cross-border criminals, security is a potential
bargaining chip for Britain in the Brexit negotiations

- but one that must be played carefully, analysts say.
Prime Minister Theresa May warned the European Union
on Wednesday that failing to reach a new trade deal once
Britain leaves the bloc could damage cooperation against
crime and terrorism. The government denied it was a
threat, saying it was simply fact that unless Britain agreed
to continue its security cooperation projects, including
with law enforcement agency Europol, then it would
leave them after Brexit.

Charles Grant, director of the Centre for European
Reform, said that in the tough talks ahead with the EU,
“Britain’s strongest card is its contribution to European
security”. Malcolm Chalmers, of the RUSI military think
tank, made a similar point - although he warned
against playing it too strongly. “The temptation to use
the UK’s ‘security surplus’ - its role as the leading West
European military and intelligence power - as a bar-
gaining chip should be resisted,” he said in a January
briefing paper. “The UK’s contributions to European
security can, however, help to remind other EU states of
the strong interests and values that they will continue
to have in common.”

Anand Menon, professor of European studies at
King’s College London, said on Thursday that May’s
tone suggested she was trying to play to the euroscep-
tic press. “There was a positive way of doing this... of
saying exactly the same thing in a way that makes us
sound like we’re all pointing in the same direction,” he
said. British opposition politicians seized on the sugges-
tion that May was playing politics with security - just
one week after an attack on parliament that left four
people dead.

“National security too important to use as bargaining
chip in Brexit trade negotiations. PM’s threat is danger-
ous,” tweeted Yvette Cooper, the Labour chairwoman of
the House of Commons’ home affairs committee. Her
warning was echoed by the European Parliament’s chief
Brexit negotiator, Guy Verhofstadt, who said that “citi-
zens’ security was far too serious a subject”.

‘Make Britain less safe’ 
May stressed she wanted to negotiate continued

access to information sharing schemes in the EU - and
she herself has previously warned that reducing coop-
eration would make Britain less safe. As well as Europol,
Britain makes use of the European Arrest Warrant
(EAW), which speeds up extradition requests, and the
Passenger Name Directive, which allows potential crim-
inals to be tracked on flights across the continent. In
2015, Britain also joined the Schengen Information
System (SIS II), an EU-wide database of real-time alerts
which is particularly useful in tracking suspected for-
eign fighters returning from Syria and Iraq.

“These are practical measures that promote effective
cooperation between different European law enforce-
ment organizations, and if we were not part of them
Britain would be less safe,” May said last year, when she
was still interior minister. London received 48,766
requests through the EAW between 2010 and 2015,
according to the National Crime Agency, while it was
used 1,424 times by Britain. One of those was Hussain
Osman, who was arrested in Italy in 2005 after trying to
stage a repeat of the London suicide bombings in July
that year, which left 52 people dead. Britain’s current
interior minister, Amber Rudd, said Britain was the top
contributor to Europol and “if we left Europol, then we
would take our information... with us”. But the agency’s
British director, Rob Wainwright, warned last year that if
it left, Britain would become a “second-tier member”
without direct access to data.

‘NATO capability’ 
Brexit will not affect the way Britain shares intelligence

in the “Five Eyes” partnership - the United States, Britain,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand - nor its leading role in
the US-led NATO military alliance. But Professor Iain Begg,
research fellow at the London School of Economics, said
that NATO membership in particular could be used as
leverage with some of the smaller EU states. “Security is
also the hard security of NATO, where one of the bargain-
ing chips UK does have to play is its NATO capability,” he
told AFP. Britain is in the process of deploying 800 troops
to Estonia, and also has 150 in Poland to reassure them in
the face of Russian aggression. “That’s where Britain can
say to a country like Estonia, you back us on some of
the things we’re demanding in the (EU) exit negotia-
tions and we’ll be much more accommodating to you
about pushing NATO to locate troops on the Estonian-
Russian border,” Begg said. — AFP 

By Dr James J Zogby 

M
arch 30, 1976 was a transformative moment in
Palestinian history. On that day, Palestinian citi-
zens of Israel organized and implemented a

nation-wide strike to protest the Israeli government’s
plans to confiscate thousands of acres of Palestinian-
owned land in the Galilee region. The confiscations were
designed to provide for the expansion of the Jewish pop-
ulation in the Galilee - since Israeli leaders were con-
cerned that the composition of the region had remained
overwhelmingly Arab. 

Confiscations were nothing new. In the three decades
between the founding of their state in 1948 and 1976,
Israel had seized 1,500,000 acres of Palestinian owned
land - about 1/3 of the land mass of the State of Israel -
much of it from Palestinians who had been expelled in
1948. But it was this effort to Judaize the Galilee that
proved to be “the straw that broke the camel’s back”. The
Arabs said “enough” and had the organizational where-
withal to act. The strike, which was called “Day in Defense
of the Land”, was planned as a peaceful demonstration of
Palestinian resolve and was restricted to the all-Arab vil-
lages and towns. It was a success in terms of participation
since in both its planning and execution it involved tens
of thousands - workers, shopkeepers, and students, men
and women, alike.  

The success was muted, however by the violence used
by the Israeli police against the demonstrators, as part of
their effort to stifle any and all forms of Arab resistance.
After declaring protests illegal and attempting to place
curfews on Arab towns and villages, Israeli forces brutally
responded to the country-wide mobilization, killing six
and injuring over 100 Arab citizens. Since that day, on
every following March 30th, Palestinians world-wide
have commemorated the theft of land and the deaths of
the demonstrators with Land Day events. The impact of
Land Day was important on several levels. In the first
place, Arabs and Palestinians in the diaspora became
aware of and inspired by their brethren in Israel. Before
the 1976 events, these Palestinians were either unknown
or dismissed by the broader Arab World. The poetry of
Mahmoud Darwish, Tawfiq Zayyad and Sameh Al-
Qassem was known by some, but the reality of the com-
munity from which they had emerged was not. 

Witnessing their steadfastness, the level of organiza-
tion they demonstrated, and the genius of their tactics
proved inspirational to many Arabs. In one fell swoop, the
Palestinian citizens in Israel went from being unknown to
being respected as an integral part of the Palestinian
community. In succeeding years, Land Day commemora-
tions spread from Israel to the territories occupied in
1967, the refugee camps in Lebanon and Jordan, and
Palestinian communities across the globe. 

Palestinian identity
Not only had the rest of the Arab World been cut off

from the community inside Israel, the Palestinian Arabs of
Israel had also been cut off from their compatriots. Israel
had made a determined effort to erase their culture and
attachment to their Arab heritage. They were forced to
study Hebrew and learn an Israeli version of their history.
In this way Israel had hoped to mold them into a submis-
sive community. Land Day, and the region’s reaction to it,
strengthened their Palestinian identity and their feeling of
connection to their broader nation.

Land Day also served, in other more concrete ways, to
further empower and embolden the Palestinian citizens
of Israel. While maintaining that as citizens of the state
they deserved justice and equality, Land Day accelerated
their identification as part of the Palestinian community.
They were the indigenous inhabitants of that land and
the remnant of the Palestinian nation that had been dis-
possessed and dispersed among the nations. And so they
saw their defense of the land as an action on behalf of
their entire people. 

This had long been a theme of the Palestinian poets in
Israel. They wrote of their deep roots and love of the land.
They lamented the hundreds of Palestinian villages that
had been destroyed by Israel and spoke longingly of their
refugee compatriots who sought to return. While their
poetry was known throughout the community in Israel
and had helped to shape the consciousness of a genera-
tion, the political empowerment of the Palestinians in
Israel had been inhibited by a combination of state
repression and the difficulties they experienced as a tra-
ditional and oppressed people who had been forced to
adapt to the Israeli system and transform themselves into
a modern political force. Land Day changed that.  

Israel had banned the creation of Arab political parties

and for two decades applied a notorious system of
repressive laws to regulate Arab political activity. It was
significant that the first effort at creating a political party
was called “al Ard” (“The Land”). In short order, Israel
banned the party and expelled its founders. During this
period the only political vehicle available to the
Palestinian citizens of Israel was Rakah. Though officially
Communist, Rakah had become the substitute nationalist
party for the Arab population. It was through Rakah that
Tawfiq Zayyad had been elected to the Knesset and
Mayor of Nazareth. And it was Zayyad and his party that
provided a major organizational impetus for Land Day. 

Politically mature
Today, the Palestinian Arabs in Israel have continued to

politically mature. They have formed a number of political
entities that have coalesced into the “Joint List”. They now
have 13 seats in Israel’s Knesset and with increased voter
mobilization are poised to increase their numbers to 15 in
the next election. As they have become more of a political
force, Israel has stepped up its policies of repression, land
confiscation, and Judaization. There are new Israeli efforts
to remove Palestinian bedouin from the Negev and from
areas around what they call “Greater Jerusalem” - to make
way for more Jewish settlements. And the same policies
they used to colonize the land in Israel are being used
more extensively in the West Bank. It was no accident that
on this Land Day, the Netanyahu government announced
the building of a major new settlement in the occupied
land. But as Land Day 2017 has made clear, as the repres-
sion continues, so does the resistance. 

With hope for a two-state solution all but extinguished,
the future trajectory of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
appears to be best captured by spirit Land Day. It is the
continued resistance of an occupied indigenous people
fighting for justice and rights against an aggressive and
repressive occupier. Soon the Palestinians will be the
majority population in the land of Israel/Palestine. Israel is
digging a deep hole for itself and as the cycle of repression
and resistance continues, the outcome of this conflict will
be decided either by a transformation of political culture
of the occupier or an end of the resistance of the occupied.
I, for one, don’t see the Palestinians surrendering.  

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the Arab
American Institute

Washington Watch

What ‘Land Day’ means

T
he White House’s handling of intelli-
gence reports on the Russia investi-
gation has been labeled unorthodox

and, to the Democrats, suspicious. But
when it comes to Donald Trump’s relation-
ship with his spy agencies, that’s par for the
course. Since taking office, Trump has chal-
lenged the integrity of intelligence officials,
moved to exert more control over US spy-
ing agencies and accused his predecessor
of using government spycraft to monitor
his presidential campaign.

This week, Trump’s White House is fac-
ing allegations that it funneled secret
intelligence reports to a top Republican
investigating his campaign’s possible ties
to Russian officials as well as Moscow’s
interference in the 2016 election. The
approach appears to be based, at least in
part, on the White House’s anxiety over
the Russia investigations, which threaten
to seriously weaken his presidency. It also
reflects a deep distrust of the intelligence
community among his political advisers,
including government newcomers who
have never dealt with classified informa-
tion or covert programs.

“It reveals a chasm of ignorance about
how stuff is done,” said Michael Hayden,
the former head of the CIA and National
Security Agency. Trump, with the backing
of political advisers Steve Bannon and
Jared Kushner, initially sought to put Wall
Street billionaire Stephen Feinberg in
charge of a review of the intelligence
agencies. An early iteration of the review
explored eliminating the Office of the

Director of National Intelligence, the
umbrella agency created after the Sept
11, 2001, attacks to streamline and coor-
dinate intelligence.

Officials say they viewed the agency as
an unnecessary and bloated bureaucracy
that can manipulate or distort information.
But the review was recalibrated after Dan
Coats - who was confirmed earlier this
month as Trump’s intelligence director -
vigorously complained about being under-
mined in the midst of his confirmation
hearings, according to US officials. Coats is
now leading the review, though it does not
include potentially scrapping the office he
now runs, according to the officials.

“This is going to be more on the ‘trim
and optimize’ as opposed to ‘dismantle’,”
said L Roger Mason Jr, an executive with
the nonprofit Noblis and a member of the
Trump transition team that focused on the
national intelligence directorate. Trump’s
White House has looked for other ways
seize the reins. Officials have expressed an
interest in having more raw intelligence
sent to the president for his daily briefings
instead of an analysis of information com-
piled by the agencies, according to current
and former US officials. The change would
have given his White House advisers more
control about the assessments given to him
and sidelined some of the conclusions
made by intelligence professionals.

One official said the focus on accessing
more raw intelligence appeared to be more
of a priority under the short tenure of
Michael Flynn, who was ousted as national

security adviser after less than one month
on the job. He was replaced by H R
McMaster, an Army lieutenant general who
was expected to exert more control over
the NSC but has found himself struggling
to overcome skepticism among Flynn
holdovers who have the ear of Bannon.

Flynn protege
Earlier this month, CIA leaders raised

concerns with McMaster about an intelli-
gence director on his staff.  McMaster
moved to replace him, but the staffer, Ezra
Cohen-Watnick, appealed to Bannon and
Kushner, who got Trump to intervene to
save his job. Cohen-Watnick was a pro-
tege of Flynn, having worked for him at
the Pentagon’s intelligence shop. Now the
NSC’s senior director for intelligence pro-
grams, Cohen-Watnick is one of about a
dozen people in the White House with
access to a full range of classified informa-
tion, including details of US covert pro-
grams. His position also gives him the
ability to request intelligence products
from agencies.

On Thursday, The New York Times identi-
fied Cohen-Watnick as one of two White
House staffers who helped House intelli-
gence chairman Devin Nunes view secret
reports. A US official confirmed Cohen-
Watnick had access to the kind of intelli-
gence materials, but maintained he did not
play a role in helping the congressman
access the documents. The official pointed
instead to the other official named in the
New York Times report, Michael Ellis, a

White House lawyer who previously worked
for Nunes on the House committee.

Cohen-Watnick has pr ivately
expressed suspicion to colleagues over
whether Ellis could have been responsi-
ble for some of the leaks that had been
troubling the new administration in its
first few weeks in office, according to an
administration official. The current and
former officials insisted on anonymity
because they were not authorized to pub-
licly discuss the sensitive matters. Nunes
said the materials he saw showed the “trou-
bling” extent to which information about
Trump and his associates’ communications
was spread around the government in the
waning days of the Obama administration.
His public declarations came days after
Trump officials privately suggested to
reporters that they focus on that same top-
ic, a signal that the California congressman
and the White House may have been work-
ing in tandem.

The White House also said the informa-
tion validated Trump’s remarkable and
unproven claim that President Barack
Obama wiretapped his New York sky-
scraper, though Nunes disputed that con-
clusion. Stephen Slick, who served in the
CIA and NSC for three decades, said intelli-
gence agencies go to “extraordinar y
lengths” to safeguard the privacy of
Americans.  He said officials “have no
incentive to see intelligence reports they
gather and distribute for national security
purposes become fodder in domestic
political disputes.” — AP

White House-spy agencies relationship changed


